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CHALLENGES/CONTEXT
Climate change projections point towards increasingly
devastating heatwaves occurring in Africa in the
decades to come. In cities, exposure to extreme heat is
exacerbated by the phenomenon of urban heat islands
and poor housing conditions, inducing health and other
impacts, and affecting vulnerable population groups in
particular.
Yet, today, the formulation of effective climate resilience
measures is strongly hampered by a lack of suitable and
accessible urban climate information. The ambition of
u-CLIP is to meet this data need, aiming to support the
formulation of adequate resilience measures by policy
makers and other stakeholders.
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DIGITAL SOLUTION/APPROACH
Budget
284.239 €
Duration
04/2021 - 03/2023
Contribution to SDGs

Implemented by

Financed by

The u-CLIP project will implement a digital platform
containing detailed urban climate projections and
associated sectoral indicators (e.g., number of heatwave
days for the health sector, cooling degree days for the
energy sector, …) for Niamey.
The platform will be co-designed with representatives
from the City of Niamey and other stakeholders,
including city quarter councils, youth organisations,
urban planning professionals and other sectoral experts.
Being openly accessible to anyone, the platform will be
equipped with functionalities to explore and analyse the
urban climate projections in a comprehensible manner.

WEHUBIT EFFECT
Upscaling
We expect the Wehubit
strategic network and
partnership to aid in a
substantial upscaling of
the u-CLIP platform to
cities across Africa.

Vulnerable groups
Wehubit’s human
rights-based approach
will help ensure
the involvement of
vulnerable groups of
society in the design
and use of the u-CLIP
platform.

EXPECTED ACHIEVEMENTS
The main expected outcome is that urban stakeholders,
by exploration of the u-CLIP platform’s data and
scenarios, will be in a position to take better informed
decisions with respect to urban adaptation policy and
the development of suitable and effective climate
resilience measures. Moreover, u-CLIP will be designed
as an instrument to raise awareness and support local
authorities in gaining access to international climate
funds, thus allowing to actually implement resilience
measures.

100 registered users,
from at least 30
stakeholder groups

1 urban climate
resilience plan
for Niamey

LESSONS LEARNED
Structured design
The Principles for
Digital Development
provide robust
guidance towards a
structured design and
implementation of the
digital urban climate
platform.

At the time of writing, the project did not yet identify
lessons learned, as the project was in the early stages of
implementation.
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